ONCE ITS BEGUN
CHAPTER THREE
Written by
The Gillingham Brothers

EXT. THE DESERT - NIGHT/ DAWN. (PRESENT)
It’s late but I can’t sleep. All is quiet, the fire long dead.
Moonlight outlines the sleeping forms of my unlikely companions.
So similar in the darkness I can barely tell them apart.
Hartly flinches in his sleep. A bad dream I guess, but I won’t know
the full of it for a time yet. Its the same nightmare he’s had every
night since he learned off his fathers... ill fate.
Kai is snoring softly, but what else should I expect, I swear the
man will sleep through his own funeral.
I move as quietly as I can to his side and reach over to touch his
shoulder...
Swift and silent as a cobras strike, Kai snatches out to catch my
hand before I reach him. Did I wake him or was he playing this whole
time? You’d think after all the years we’d spent together I’d know
but, well that is just one of the myriad mysteries of Kai.
With the slightest inclination of my head I gesture for him to
follow me.
EXT. THE DESERT - HARD PAN - MOMENTS LATER
The sun has yet to crest the horizon but the sky has just begun to
illume a glorious deep purple. Kai lights up one of Hartly’s hand
rolled brown cigarettes as we walk a short distance away from
camp.
SOL
You know there’s over 70 chemical
compounds in that tobacco smoke
that can cause pulmonary
carcinoma...
What now?

KAI

SOL
Smoking will kill you
KAI
(He shrugs, unconcerned)
Jus' like everythin' else out here
I s'pose.
All the same, he takes one more pull and throws the butt. We walk
on in silence til Kai stops to pick up a heavy rock. He passes it back
and forth between his hands.

2.
KAI (CONT’D)
So why we out takin’ this moonlight
stroll? You ain’t done enough
walkin’?
After a beat Sol looks back over her shoulder.
SOL
Your new friend...
KAI
Worried we can’t trus’ ‘im? Is it?
He’s who he claims, no doubt.
Spit’a his Da’. Get me?
SOL
(Sadness creeping in)
Yes, I see it, the resemblance is
striking. But...
KAI
Aye. He's torn good. Means to do
right by us, e'self, an' by his Da'
most'a all. Jus' ain't sure he
knows what right is.
(Beat)
Fuck, not sure I do neither.
Loyalties stick hard and when they
split... Mess normally comes-aspilling.
Kai looks back towards Hartly with deep sadness in his eyes.
He turns the rock over in his hands.
KAI (CONT’D)
You thinkin I shouldn’t a brung
‘im... Thinkin' he needs t’be got
rid? So’s we go on lone, as before?
SOL
(Eyeing the rock)
Do you think you have it in you? To
do it? He’s all you have left now.
There's a long beat as Kai considers.
-IT’S THE LAST THING I’D WANT BUT...
KAI
Aye... If need must. Quick an’
painless in his sleep. But you
better KNOW must, coz, shit I ain't
sure. And sure's what we'd need
right now.
(MORE)

3.
KAI (CONT'D)
It won't be easy and more I get
t'know 'im... It ain't gettin' no
easier.
He readies himself for the words he doesn't want to hear.
No.

SOL

She holds out her hand and Kai gratefully passes the rock.
Sol weighs it a moment then lets it drop.
SOL (CONT’D)
After we found... well we came
north for answers, to find what we
should do next... We’ve found our
answers. I trust your judgement. I
think he came to us for a reason.
He’ll take up his fathers place.
I reach unconsciously for my stupid plastic pendant but stop
myself.
SOL (CONT’D)
(Rueful)
He’ll guard the charge.
(Beat)
The suns coming up. We should be on
our way...
The pair make their way back as Hartly begins to stir. He
sits up stiffly as they come close.
KAI
(Off Hart)
Mornin’ sunshine, time’s a’chacin’.
We’d best hop on. This way city
boy...
Without further preamble Kai takes off at a fast run towards
the southern horizon.
HARTLY
(off Sol)
By the Charge, he said he could run
but... he won’t keep that pace
f’long. Will he?
SOL
Impressed city boy? This is
nothing. He’ll run like that all
day. We better start following
before we loose sight of him.

4.
HARTLY
(Lost for words)
Make you right...
Hartly gets up, stretching out his back as he walks over to
his bike.
HARLTY
(Climbing on)
You ever rid on a two?
No.

SOL

Sol excitedly skips over and hops on like a pro.
SOL (CONT’D)
But I’m guessing I climb on the
back here and hold on tight.
She hugs tight to Hartly. Creaking the leather of his jacket.
For some reason Hartly feels awkward with the intimate
proximity.
Sol seems to sense the tension in his posture.
SOL (CONT’D)
Have you never taken a passenger?
HARLTY
None... none like you.
He kicks the engine over and cranks the throttle.
HARTLY
(Smiling)
Don’t let go...
Sol squeals with delight and hugs into Hartly hard as he
drops gear and wheel-spins, drifting a wide arch after Kai.
EXT. DESERT - OIL WELL - MORNING
A days travel behind us, across the hard pan desert, Old ‘Oil
stained Dungarees’, the clerk, mops at his fore head with a grubby
rag.
He’s made an early start to re-repair an older ‘temporary fix’ on a
leaking pipe when he spots the dust plume of a car heading his way
from the north.
A minute later Ash pulls up in his father’s old Mercedes.

5.
Ash gets out of the car, big gun clear under his arm.
CLERK
My days! Well met Blud. You'd be
filled up is it?
ASH
It is, if ya would.
The Clerk goes to get his gas can.
ASH (CONT’D)
I'd say you're not too shocked at
seein' one a'The Blud this far out?
CLERK
Aye, true say Sahn. 'Til less'n a
week gone I'da been real 'prised at
you're passage, but I seen your kin
through not days gone past.
ASH
(Smiling)
Is it? A friend o'mine... On a
fancy Two-engine?
A-ha...

CLERK

EXT. DESERT - MIDDAY
Kai breathes hard but stead. A true picture of stamina.
Hartly and Sol ride a steady pace beside,
After a minute Kai slows to a walk then stops, Hartly skids
to a halt and shuts off the engine. Sol jumps down to stand
beside Kai.
The three stare, though only Hartly seems concerned.
EXT. BOULDER FIELD - CONTINUOUS
HARTLY
(Incredulous)
What... what is this?
SOL
It’s called a crevasse. Formed by
some kind of extreme geological
event... I’d guess it’s about 10
miles wide at this point...

6.
KAI
I reckon its a big ol’ hole in
ground an like I say, your two aint
gonna help none gettin’ ‘cross it.
HARTLY
We have to go through? we Could'n
just skirt 'round?
KAI
You trackin' Blud or jus' guessin'?
I never bin round. Don’t know if
there’s an edge or no... This s'way
to the Charge. So this s’way we
gotta go.
SOL
(Squinting)
It could be a hundred miles or more
to circumnavigate. Long detour.
Shit.

HARTLY

KAI
Well what'chu 'ave us do Sahn?
The thought of leaving his two’engine hurts but...
HARTLY
We trust Kai, 'Son 'a the Sand' an'
track through a'foot.
KAI
Well chosen bruv.
Before they go on, Hartly re-starts his bike.
SOL
(calling above the din)
I thought you said we were going
through.
HARLTY
We are, but I can’t jus’ leave here
out exposed. I’ll tuck her away
somewhere close-by. Safe...
rides into the middle of a small stand of low shrubs. Sol
shakes her head and starts off down into the boulder field.
SOL
Oh, yeah, in a bush. Much better.
You boys and your toys...

7.
Kai hangs back and rolls himself a smoke while he watches;
Hartly attempting to hide the Two'.
KAI
'S'long as we're s'pectin another
blind city boy to come-a-looking,
should be fine.
Hartly rolls his eyes and starts off after me. Kai dusts over
the most obvious tire tracks before following.
EXT. BOULDER FIELD - LATE AFTERNOON
A little while later, Hartly has taken off his shirt and tied it over
his head. He still wears his jacket, open over his bare torso to keep
the relentless sun off his back. Sweat drips from every pore.
I deal with the heat slightly better while Kai, seeming unaffected
leads the way perhaps a dozen feet ahead, along what could at one
point have been an paved walkway.
HARTLY
(Calling ahead to Kai)
We been trekin for hours, ain’t you
hot bruv?

Nah.

KAI
(Plainly)

Hartly stops a second to catch his breath. Sol stays with
him.
HARTLY
How’s he do this?
SOL
You mean with the heat? He say’s
it’s a trick, wisdom passed down
from his mothers side. He tried to
teach me once, it helps but I never
quite got the knack. You’re
supposed to ‘listen to the messages
your body tells you without letting
them take over.’ Conscious
metabolic adjustment to an
incredible degree.
Not sure what she just said Hart eyes her with a smile.
They start off again.

8.
HARTLY
Some trick.
SOL
I can teach you what I know. If
you’d like? Sahn?
HARLTY
(Sharply)
Don’t call me that. I never
received my fathers gun, was never
full raised.
SOL
I’m sorry, I didn’t think...
(Back tracking)
It’s how he can run so far so fast
too. He could go all day, ignoring
the pain all the time right up
until a full blown cardiac
infarction.
HARLTY
You like talkin’, eh?
SOL
(Defensive)
I’ll try to keep quiet.
She walks briskly ahead, tugging irritably on her necklace.
HARLTY
(Off her back)
No. It’s real nice, get me good. I
mean most what yous ju’said’s ‘yond
me... but it sounds fair to my ear.
She ignores him and Hartly has to hurry to catch up.
KAI
(Without turning)
Gettin’ right close now Blud.
Reckon we push hard today an' we'll
have sight a’our next stop by
sundown. Charge ain’t far off.
They continue in silence.
HARTLY
The Charge, true say, what is it?
KAI
(Laughing)
Nah, is it?
(MORE)

9.
KAI (CONT'D)
You sworn 'tecter an' y'dun even
know what you're 'tectin'! That's
pure jokes Blud. JOKES!
HARTLY
Easy pal. It's been generations
since the charge moved south. I
don't think any o'the Blud knows
anymore. Get me? Maybe Ol'Blud
knew... but he's gone now... Same
as my father...
KAI
Soz bruv, nah, True say.
Sorree. Lost mine too init...
(Beat)
As to The Charge, I'll not spoil
the s'prise. You'll see 'fore long.
HARTLY
P'raps you'll tell me o'your self
then?
KAI
Nout to tell Blud. Jus' a poor
desert boy that di'n wanna Drove.
Ma died young an' I was raised up
by my Da...
He cuts off, listening hard...
Hartly un-holsters his gun expecting trouble.
HARTLY
What is it Kai? Speak...
KAI
(Whispering, excited)
Easy now. 'S'ain't a matter for
bullets. 'S'a matter of the desert
init.
He dashes off the "path", through the spiny undergrowth.
SOL
You get used to it... it’s
leaves... they’re green!
Sol runs off after KaiHARTLY
Fuck, slow down! Where we goin?
Kai, stopped a few feet ahead, points to -

10.
EXT. ROCK POOL - SAME
A beautiful, clear pool of fresh water. A tiny waterfall trickles
out through the rocks above to keep it full.
HARLTY
Oh, praise the Charge...WATER.
Hartly runs past us to the edge, scoops up a palm full of
water and goes to put it to his lips but...
KAI
W-w-w-woah... From the flow, not
the still. Remember that, Blud of
old.
Kai strips as he speaks, before wading into the pool.
KAI (CONT’D)
You dun’know what mi’ave been in
this water. You’ll thank me later,
after we swim.
HARTLY
Thank you? Not for the view of your
bare ass I wont.
Kai laughs as he dives his head under.
Sol follows suit, already down to her underwear.
SOL
Not coming in city boy?
Hart blushes and looks away as she lifts her vest up over her
head.
I... uh...

HARTLY

Over her shoulder as she walks pastSOL
(With a knowing smile)
Looks like you’ve caught a bit too
much of the sun. Your face is quite
red... I think a swim might help
cool you off.
Hartly seems paralysed, watching her slip easily into the
cool water.

11.
SOL (CONT’D)
(Off Hartly)
What’s wrong Blud? Do you not know
how to swim?
She takes a deep breath ducks bellow the surface. Her
momentary absence breaks the spell.
HARLTY
(To himself)
Fuck it!
Hartly quickly undresses and hurries after.
EXT. ROCK POOL - LATER
A little later, Kai is still wallowing in the shallows like a bathing
baby elephant. I’m “mostly” re-clothed now, sitting on the pebble
beach, bare feet still in the gentle lapping water. As a matter of
course I wouldn’t ordinarily have stripped completely naked to go
for a swim, but I just couldn’t resist it. The look on his face...
Speaking of, where is he..?
I look up to findHartly, dripping wet but still in his under-shorts. he’s climbed the
rocks at the far end of the pool.
Cresting a high vantage point he squints to the west; the sun sits
low above the endless deepening canyons but to the east...
SOL
(Calling up)
What do you see?
HARTLY
(Rueful)
A few miles east... I reckon the
canyon sides meet... might’ve been
a way across for my two...
(beat)
Carryin’ on south a-foot, we still
got some ground to make, we covered
less’en half distance.
KAI
Aye, stop playin’ mountaineer an
get set, we got good walkin' t'do
yet for sure.

12.
EXT. ROCK POOL - EVENING
Sol fills an ancient plastic Evian bottle from the trickling
source of the pool.
SOL
(Calling to the others)
I’m just re-filling my water then
we should get moving. Are you two
ready to go?
Kai watches, mildly interested as Hartly oils his gun,
checking the action of various moving parts.
HARTLY
(Muttering)
Fucking sand and...
KAI
'Ventually t'all crumbles t'nuttin'
out here. You get me?
HARTLY
S'long as it holds together whiles
I need it. After that, the ground
take it fr'all I care.
SOL
(Walking back across)
I thought all Sahn’s loved there
weapons like they love there own
children. More...
HARTLY
(Ashamed)
The Big Guns, aye. This toy marks
me for Childe. It's soft, the
movin' parts jam. It WILL fail out
here.
KAI
Toy f'kiddies? True say?
(Beat)
'En let'see what yon 'TOY' ken do.
Kai picks up a couple of pebbles and paces out 50 yards.
KAI (CONT’D)
(calling back)
Challenge enough for ya?
He places the stones and jogs back.

13.
Standing beside Hartly he drops a third in his sling and absently
starts it spinning.
KAI (CONT’D)
Lets see it then Blud.
I turn away, unimpressed by their dick swinging contest. They don’t
seem to notice. Kai raises his eye brows and nods towards the
target, impatiently speeding the sling.
Hartly eyes the distant stone, no bigger than a quarter, inhales
deeply andBRAP - The pebbles's dust. But before he can shift his aim,
Kai has released and pebble two-- flicks off it's perch.
HARTLY
Impressive, but what's ya point?
KAI
Would I chop off m'arm 'cause it
weren't strong as my fathers? It do
tha job jus as well. Get me?
SOL
If you two are done comparing the
size of your... Skills, we should
keep moving. There’s still an hour
or two of good light left.
KAI
(Performing a mock bow)
Afta you m’lady. Lead on.
He picks up the pack and the pair follow after.
EXT. DESERT BAR - NIGHT
Later that same night, back at the shit-hole salon where Kai first
met Hart...
Ash pulls up along side a short row of horses.
A cloud of dust follows past the stationary vehicle.
INT. SHANTY BAR - SAME
Walking through the open side of the saloonAshen clocks the group of men cautiously watching his approach.

14.
He notices one is recently missing an arm, an instant before he
recognizes the Ugly blade 'One-arm's' friend wears strapped to his
back- -DROVERS!
KA-BLAM
Before anyone can move Ash has drawn and put a slug through the
man closestKING
(Jumping up)
Hold Blud, hold! We ain't after no
trouble.
ASH
You speak quick Drover. My journeys
been long, an' as you may'a noted,
my patience is short jus' now. You
got charge a'this band?
KING
Aye, I'm king a'these parts, true
say... Now whats'is all about? You
an' yours comin' through an carvin'
us up with no reason.
ASH
(Laughing)
Reason! What'd you 'spect to happen
when you killed a Blud? One a'the
Cracked Palm?
KING
(Genuinely surprised)
That's quite a claim Sahn... True
say, I killed men...
(Looking around)
Dozens, hundreds may'haps but I
ain't never been fool enough to
take one'a the Blud.
ASH
You... One'a your men... Don't make
scratch. You'll pay all the same.
KING
It sure weren't me, nor none
a'these boys here. More 'en one
group out here callin' they-selves
Drovers. True, most followin' me
but not all. Not yet at least.
King can see he has Ash thinking... This is good, he might
live to see the morning.

15.
KING (CONT’D)
I thought yon Bluds was for Justice
an' that... dead man on the floor
What justice is this? My fucking
arm? what about this?
ASH
IF you speakin' true... Him
staining the floor we'll chalk to a
miss-understandin'. As to your
missin arm, that sure weren't me.
KING
Aye, but one'a you're pals. Carried
'Iron' as did this. Not pretty as
yours, true say but Iron all the
same. Rolled through on a fancy
Two' an' a wave a'blood.
ASH
(Coldly)
That man ain't Blud. I'm full Sahn,
marked by the Hard Caliber, Do you
Get me? This man'at came 'gainst
you is only Childe. An' turned
'gainst his own kin too. He runs
rampage to the south on a mission
that we would stop.
Seizing on thisKING
Seems we 'ave common ends you n'me.
ASH
What you sayin' Drover?
Thinking fastKING
How's this Blud? We come together.
(Beat)
Track this fuck down for what he
done.
(Beat)
Then for good faith we help find
those as done your Kin... And see
them pay too.
ASH
What the fuck d'you think I'd need
from the likes of you?

16.
KING
I'm sure you don't need shit Blud,
but still... We could help. I know
these parts, an' where t'find 'em
'at might've done your Sahn.
He pauses again to regard his missing arm...
KING (CONT’D)
An, believe Blud, I will be huntin'
him on the Two'. Surely we'd be
better on your side than at your
back?
Ash considers for a second...
ASH
Or I could jus' kill you all now
and be on my way.
He pulls his gun for emphasis on this point.
KING
'Spose you could an' all, but now
we spoke, you don't strike me as
the kind to jus' slaughter in cold
blood. 'Sides, why waste the lead?
There’s a moment... tense and still, Kings men itching for
their blades.
ASH
We'll see on that...
(Holstering his gun)
I don't trust you Drover. But I
don't fear you neither. I'll leave
you be for now, but know this.
There's more comin' on my trail an'
you best be waving a big fuckin'
white flag when they get here.
You'll find they ain't as quick to
listen as me... now take this here
slugHe throws King a single .50 round.
ASH (CONT’D)
Unspent, get me? It'll let'em know
we spoke.
KING
That sounds jus' fine Sahn, Blud of
Old.

17.
EXT. BOULDER FIELD - LATE NIGHT
Hartly roles over and moans, gripped by the same recurring
nightmare he’s had every night since... Well this isn’t the first
time...
INT. HOUSE OF THE BLOOD - MEETING HALL - NIGHT (DREAM
SEQUENCE)
He stands apart in the vast meeting hall of his former brothers.
The room is dull, grim. Cold.
Ol'Blud stands center, shirtless, a frail figure illuminated in the
dark.
The old man begins to talk but it's an unintelligible mumble. His
breath hangs visible in the frozen air.
He raises his hands slowly in a "stick 'em up" way.
Across the room, Thermenta holds his monstrous revolver, poised
to shoot.
The bullet rips across the room.
Hartly steps desperately into the bullet's path, protecting the
only real father figure of his life.
Like a drill boring through a slab of beef, the Bullet pushes its
slow path straight through him. The force lifts him slowly off his
feet, turning himBack to face Ol'Blud. Hartly doesn’t understand-WHY DOESN'T THE OLD MAN STEP ASIDE?
Ol'Blud watches the slowly approaching bullet until, head
whipping back, the slug takes him in the eye.
Hart begins arcing down, towards the floorBut just as he should hit, the world flips and his fall turns into a
sprint.
MATCH TO:
EXT. THE GREY - STREETS - NIGHT
His feet carry him through the dark streets of the Grey at a
painfully slow pace asHigh cal. MACHINE GUN fire starts to explode around him.

18.
TURNING HIS HEAD - He see's an ancient Toyota Hilux flatbed toting
a huge, fixed gun -The Big Gun- gaining fast.
Searching desperately he see's what he wantsHIS TWO-ENGINE, strangely illuminated by a bright ray of
sunshine, sits half buried in a pile of sand... Too far...
MORE BULLETS - he looks back againOnly now the SAHNS chase on horse back. Thermenta in the lead
raises his gun and smiles.
KA-BLAM.
Hartly's knee explodes and he sprawls to the... the dream world
shifts again as he thumps down onto the rough sawn floorboards of
some kind of wood hut.
MATCH TO:
INT. SHANTY HUT - DAY
Sunlight bleeds through the slated walls of this odd little shack.
Looking up, Hart seesA MAN on his knees facing away from him. Long hair matted down his
back.
Sahn Thermenta stands above, "sword" raised ready to chopThe Man lifts his face towards his executioner, he as Hartly’s face.
And Ash who swings the bladeDOWN FAST, just biting fleshEXT. BOULDER FIELD - MORNING
Hartly’s eyes snap open.
Bolting upright he grabs for his gun.
Breathing deeply to calm himself he remembers where he is. He
looks around to findKai, some 20 yards off, doing vertical push-ups. I sit close at his
side, gazing intently away as if I hadn’t noticed.
HARTLY
I'm goin' back... For my Two'.

19.
SOL
(Head whipping round)
So you would abandon your sacred
Charge so easily?
HARTLY
I gotta go fr'it. The Bluds are
chacin’. If they come in motors an'
catch us a'foot out there, on the
pan... We got no chance. Yesterday,
on the rise I saw a way around. You
push on t’other side. Put to rush I
reckon I could get back, caught up
by night fall...
After thinking for a second Hart takes off his holster. Holds
it out toHARLTY
Kai, take it.
SOL
Your weapon?
KAI
(Stopping mid stretch)
Was'at for?
HARTLY
Push on after the Charge. Better
you 'ave it 'an me. If you get
caught 'fore I get back it might
make all the difference.
KAI
Is it? You jus' now said if we're
caught we're done. Can't shoot
anyway. Get me?
HARTLY
Take it all the same. S'just
another sling-shot. Take it.
Recognizing the significance of the gesture, Kai tentatively
reaches out for the gun.
KAI
Trust me with it do ya?
HARLTY
Strange to say it out loud but I
reckon I do.
Hartly starts back into the rocks.

20.
HARTLY
(Over his shoulder)
It'll be dark when I come so be
sure to stand where my light will
catch you.
Kai looks dubious.
HARTLY (CONT’D)
I'll be back. Trust fam.
SOL
We were told something very similar
once before... When your father
left us. He never came back.
Hartly stops for a beat but doesn’t turn back, decision made
he takes off at a jog.
KAI
(Call after)
I best not find you with no head
Bruv.
As Hartly disappears between a pair of rocky stacksSOL
He left you his gun? I think he
likes you.
KAI
Reckon he’ll be back fr’it.
(Turning back to start
south)
He jus’ really loves that two’.
EXT. DESERT - EDGE OF THE BOULDER FIELD - AFTERNOON
Hartly is exhausted, having jogged through the heat of the day, he
arrives, almost back to the spot where he left his bike.
HARLTY
(Muttering)
‘Listen to the messages a’your
body. Keep control...’ Bullshit.
Now where did I leave my two? By
the charge I swear I left her...
There you are sweetheart...
He cuts off hearing the approach of-

21.
Thermenta’s sand-blasted Mercedes pulls to a stop a little
way up ahead at the edge of the apparently endless boulder
field.
Fuck!

HARLTY (CONT’D)

Hartly throws himself behind a nearby boulder.
Ash gets out to look around, admiring and cursing the impressive
and oppressive landscape.
ASH
Damn it is hot!
He stops to wipe his neck with a bandana before continuing round a
large boulderWHAM
A heavy sucker-punch knocks him stumbling back.
You...

ASH (CONT’D)

He goes to drawHart slaps the revolver back into the holster.
They hold eye contact for a second.
It's begun.
Ash snatches Hartly up in a bear-hug.
CRACK - Hart throws a head-butt,
CRACK - Another, Ash loosens his hold.
HART DROPS GASPING TO THE GROUND.
Ash draws.
COCKS
Hartly snatches the barrel aside.
KA-BLAM
The muzzle burns his hand
with an audible SIZZLE.
He twists to the side, cranking Ash’s wrist.

22.
The GUN drops.
Hartly kicks the iron away.
Both men roll away from one another and begin slow circles.
30 seconds in.
ASH (CONT’D)
(Gasping)
What you doin' Hart? Why'd you turn
your back on the Blud?
HARTLY
The Blud? Ain't no more Blud Sahn.
Blud died when Thermenta killed The
Old Man.
ASH
You're wrong Fam, my Da' 'as saved
us. We was dying out, slow but
sure. But with the Charge back in
hand... We'll be strong again!
HARTLY
Nah bruv... Was the Ol'Ways made us
strong. Without 'em you're just a
bunch o'thugs with guns...
The truth of the statement angers Ash.
ASH
You can't match me Childe, we saw
'at when I was raised. Beatcha good
blud. Init.
HARTLY
You fuckin' waste man. I LETCHA
WIN! Aye, true say. To keep face
a'front a'your father.
Ash charges in, now with something to prove:
Right hook,
Dodge
Left
BlockedRound 2 is on. 5 seconds in.
Hartly swings a round-house kick-

23.
-ASH grabs the leg, lifting.
THUD.
Hart lands a knee to the ribs on his way up, drops Hartly
awkwardly to the ground.
Ash goes for his gun.
Is tripped.
Spins, levering a powerful foot into Hartly's chest.
Both are wrecked already, but they fight on.
23 seconds...
Punch-drunk - the bleeding, exhausted friends battle on amongst
the jutting rocks.
31 seconds...
Hart swings a weak punch Ash catches his arm and pulls him in.
Ash hauls the man up over his head. Ready to throw him like a rag
doll against the rocks.
Sensing his last chance, Hart rolls back, wrenching Ash’s
shoulders, straining his already throbbing wrist.
Hartly drops, Digging deep, he shoulder barges Ash with all his
might.
CRUNCH, face first into an ugly looking boulder.
Ash slumps, trailing blood on the stone, broken to the ground.
1 minute. It’s done.
Hartly stumbles across for Ashes gun.
Sticking it in his waist band he walks to Ash's Merc.
ASH (O.S.)
(Weakly)
Finish it, put a bullet in me you
fucking coward.
Hartly draws heavy revolver. It feels... Right in his hand.
The gun wavers only slightly before -

24.
KA-BLAM
The first time he's ever fired the hard caliber. His eyes shimmer
with unwept tears.
HARTLY
Kill you? How could you ask it? I
'ready lost a father, I'd not loose
a brother too.
ASH
One'a us be dead 'fore it's done.
CRACK Hartly pistol-whips his friend across the head, knocking him
unconscious.
HARTLY
Reckon there'll be chance enough
for one'a us to meet th'others
lead.
Hartly stumbless to the Merc and leaves a cloud of dust as he
wheel spins away.

